To ensure the safe operation of high-speed trains, catenary anomaly detection and alerting security have become an urgent problem to solve. In this paper, we propose a novel method for abnormal behavior localization of a pantograph-catenary for high-speed trains. First, a modified faster RCNN is proposed to detect the pantograph faults. By adjusting the parameters of the faster RCNN, the positional accuracy of the candidate box and accuracy of the algorithm are guaranteed. We perform the arc detection after detecting the pantograph head area. The detection accuracy is over 99%. The height of the pantograph center point is also obtained during detection. Then, the actual running mileage of the fault point is calculated. Experiments show that the method proposed in this paper is also applicable to various complex scenes and that this method can determine the fault localization in the shortest time, narrow the maintenance scope, and improve the overhaul efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
High-speed railways have the advantages of fast speed, less pollution, and large carrying capacity, and have been widely used all over the world [1] . High-speed trains are environmentally friendly compared to other transportation vehicles. However, they must be in continuous contact with a power source. The pantograph-catenary system (PCS) was developed to provide continuous power to high-speed trains. Ensuring continuous contact is a very important in electric high-speed trains [2] . The PCS is a crucial part of high-speed train operation [3] . The train receives power through dynamic sliding contact of the pantograph strip with the catenary. When the train is running and the pantograph strip has poor contact with the contact wire, bow arcing will occur. This arcing generally occurs at higher speeds, increased load, and in cold-weather conditions [4] . The arc results in the following adverse effects: (1) when the bow becomes deformed, a highamplitude over-voltage is generated, which affects the safe operation of the train; (2) the pantograph strip and contact wire are ablated, shortening their lives and thus leading to The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yongming Li . disconnection with the contact line and causing accidents; and (3) electromagnetic radiation and interference are generated. At present, the detection of pantographs in electric high-speed trains throughout the world mainly focuses on the wear of the surface of the skateboard. Most of these techniques use manual visual inspection, which requires the cooperation of multiple staff members. The efficiency and precision are low, the accuracy is poor, and there is a certain safety risk. These methods are also time-consuming and detection can be easily missed due to eye fatigue. Therefore, intelligent anomaly detection for the PCS has become quite important.
Active pantograph systems play an important role in the literature of electrical railway systems. In particular, the use of active pantographs is more suitable at higher speeds. With increasing speed, it becomes difficult to ensure constant contact force. One of the main problems encountered in today's high-speed trains is the loss of contact between the PCS interface due to vibrations in the catenary, which results in reduced current collection. The pantograph was identified by the least-squares method to reduce contact loss [5] . Wu et al. [6] used active control to control the system behavior. Anghel et al. [7] attempted to control the contact VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ force by dividing it into two components. Landi et al. [8] proposed an infrared-based method to detect the quality of the contact between the pantograph and catenary system. The proposed system used thermal images and applied the canny algorithm to detect edges. Then, the positions of the pantograph and contact point were detected by applying a Hough transform. The conditions of the pantograph-catenary interaction were determined by the temperature of the contact point. Meanwhile, Zhu et al. [9] used an edge-detection algorithm to analyze pantograph strips. Any abrasion in the pantograph strip was detected by using five different edgedetection algorithms. An improved pantograph model was proposed by adding wire simulation to apply a constant force to the moving pantograph and overhead line [10] . Furthermore, Allotta et al. [11] designed and experimentally verified the complete layout of the PAC system control strategy.
Owing to the rapid development of computer vision and image processing, many researchers are committed to non-contact image detection of the PCS. Karakose et al. [12] applied a threshold method to the image matrix consisting of SDRAM and detected arcs. Karakose et al. [13] proposed a method based on edge extraction and the Hough transform for obtaining the contact points, and then analyzed the number of contact points in each region of the pantograph to detect PCS faults. In [14] and [15] , the mean-shift algorithm and particle swarm algorithm were used separately to track the contact lines. Cho and Ko [16] proposed a dynamic interlacing measurement method based on rotation-invariant feature matching, and achieved good performance under tilting motion. Moreover, Barmada et al. [17] extracted abrasion-related features from images of pantograph strips using a discrete wavelet-based method and Hough transform-based method. Additionally, Aydin [18] proposed an automatic detection system for the detecting algorithm. Barmada et al. [19] used image processing to detect contact points between the pantograph strip and catenary contact wires to determine if a pantograph arc was present. Ma et al. [20] improved the method of detecting wear on the pantograph strip using an image-processing algorithm.
In recent years, the detection of arcs and faults in the PCS has become very important. Signal-and image-processing techniques are used for detection. Some studies in this area have already been mentioned. Hao et al. [21] performed a dynamic analysis of the arc in the PCS during the reduction of the pantograph. The PCS was monitored by other authors [22] , who solved the problem of adjusting the contact force between the pantograph and the catenary and further proposed a linear time-varying model describing the evolution of contact forces. Meanwhile, Barmada et al. [23] proposed a method for detecting arcs in the PCS by using support-vector-based classification. When an arc appeared, they used voltage and current information from the system to obtain a photo type of output. Vázquez et al. [24] used a noncontact sensor to monitor the catenary-pantograph effect. The sensor measured the changes in height of the contact wire when the pantograph passed. The deterioration between the pantograph and catenary was measured. The sensor consisted of a line-scanner camera focusing on an infrared screen. The mathematical model of the sensor system developed in the study and its practical results were given. Ma et al. [25] developed a method to calculate the radiation generated by the back of the pantograph on high-speed railways, and combined numerical simulations with laboratory experiments. Capece et al. [26] developed an automatic image-based inspection system for locomotive pantographs. Under various environmental conditions, they were capable of capturing and analyzing images at a speed of 300 km/h. They successfully analyzed more than 10,000 pantographs. Wei et al. [27] studied high-speed photography and pantograph arcs in a laboratory simulation system, while Tang et al. [28] proposed a method to detect visual anomalies in the pantograph head by combining the appearance, scale, and position of the view with the probabilistic Bayesian method. Experimental results showed that the Bayesian detector had better effects than the classical object detector in complex environments. Lederer et al. [29] proposed a method for maintaining the contact strip in the pantograph according to the condition of the contact strip. They predicted the wear of the contact strip by monitoring the working distance of the DC component of the locomotive current. Furthermore, Yang and Feng [30] set up a signal-and image-processing-based experiment for pantograph inspection.
The convolutional neural network (CNN) is a feed-forward network that consists of convolutional layers, pooling layers, and fully connected layers. It helps automate image classification [31] , object detection [32] , and adjustments to scene resolution [33] . In general, the CNN can extract numerous features that are more effective than traditional subjective features. Hao et al. [34] proposed an optimized CNN-based image-recognition model and verified its superiority through appropriate experiments. Liu et al. [35] used a multi-task multi-view learning method to fuse multiple datasets from different domains, and predicted the water quality of a station. Chen et al. [36] proposed a seat-belt detection algorithm for complex road backgrounds. They used multi-scale feature extraction based on deep learning. Meanwhile, Raghavendra et al. [37] proposed an 18-layer CNN that effectively extracted powerful features from digital fundus images. These CNN-based methods prove that CNN is a reasonable choice for pantograph arc detection. Karaduman et al. [38] proposed a method using deep learning to detect arcs in PCS, and the arc detection was performed using a CNN. This paper concentrates on computer vision methods to detect faults in the high-speed train pantograph connected to the catenary wire. Object detection based on computer vision is a challenging task, but with important applications. Traditional object detection is based on image color, shape, and texture, with common feature-extraction methods including speeded up robust features (SURF) [39] , the deformable part model (DPM) [40] , and methods based on the histogram of oriented gradients (HOGs) [41] . Owing to the complex working environment of a train, different backgrounds, and various interferences, conventional methods cannot achieve good performance. The rapid development of deep learning [42] and CNNs [43] has dramatically improved object-detection performance. Recently, the faster R-CNN [44] was proposed for real-time object detection in pictures. It achieved a mean average precision (mAP) of 73.2% on the PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2012 datasets.
The following is a brief account of the contents of this thesis. Section 2 provides an introduction to the configuration of the experimental environment and the composition of the experimental dataset. Section 3 introduces the modified faster RCNN: by adjusting the parameters and the network structure of the faster RCNN, the positional accuracy of the candidate box and accuracy of the algorithm are guaranteed. The principle of fault localization is also introduced. This section proposes a new fault-localization method based on the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [45] . We use SIFT to perform feature matching between video frames and extract feature-point information, and then calculate the displacement between adjacent frames by feature-point information to further determine the actual geographical localization of the fault point. This is a novel method of abnormal behavior localization. Section 4 presents the results of experiments. The pantograph and arc detection results are given. The actual running displacement of the video frame is also discussed. Section 5 provides the conclusions and contributions of this thesis.
II. ENVIRONMENT CONFIGURATION AND DATASET
The experiment in this thesis configures the py-faster RCNN with Caffe [46] as the deep-learning framework in the Ubuntu 16.04 environment, and the Caffe framework is used to construct the CNNs. CUDA [47] , cuDNN [48] , Python, OpenCV, and Caffe are used to realize the detection model. The hardware and environment of the experiment are shown in Table 1 . We select 1,200 frames from 10 pantograph videos with five different backgrounds and 4,233 frames from 30 arc videos with five different backgrounds for labeling. Their dimensions are 320 * 240 * 3. Considering the small number of pantograph datasets, to prevent over-fitting problems the following operations on the pantograph dataset are performed: transposing, adding obstacles, and adding Gaussian blur. This is shown in Fig. 1 . The data are calibrated according to the VOC2007 format. The mean of the data must be removed and normalized before using the data. The mean is calculated over the entire dataset. In the process of training deep learning, the dataset is usually divided into a training set, verification set, and test set. The training set learns the sample dataset to match the parameters in order to determine the model parameters. The verification set is used as the evaluation index of the algorithm, and the parameters are adjusted to prevent over-fitting. The test set is used to evaluate the classification effect of the model through the new dataset. In this paper, the trainval set-consisting of the training set and the verification set-accounts for 66% of the entire dataset. The training set and verification set each accounts for 50% of the trainval set. The remaining portion of the test set is used to test the accuracy of the classifier.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, the principle of the experiment in this paper is introduced. A modified faster RCNN is proposed for pantograph and arc detection. A novel fault-localization method is proposed. Based on SIFT [45] feature matching, the actual running mileage of the train fault point can be calculated, which saves significant maintenance time and improves maintenance efficiency. Figure 2 shows a flowchart of the method proposed in this paper. 
A. MODIFIED FASTER RCNN MODEL
The faster RCNN [44] target-detection network is divided into two steps. First, it locates the target, and then it classifies the specific categories of the target. First, the featureextraction network is used to perform a series of convolution and pooling operations to take the feature map of the image. A region proposal network (RPN) [44] on the feature map locates candidate targets and uses the softmax classifier to determine whether the candidate target belongs to the foreground or background. At the same time, the target candidate range is used to correct the position of the candidate target, and finally the candidate target area is generated. The classification network uses feature maps and candidate regions generated by RPNs to achieve target category detection. Figure 3 illustrates the RPN structure. When training the RPN, a binary label is assigned to each candidate box for network training, and positive labels are assigned to the following two cases: (1) the largest candidate box for intersection over-union (IoU) with a real target area box, and (2) the candidate box with an IoU greater than 0.7 for any real target area box. We assign negative labels to candidate frames with IoUs less than 0.3 for all real target candidate frames, and then perform network training and fine tune the parameters. The loss function [51] of the image is defined as
Here, i is the index of the ith candidate frame in the small batch processing and p i the probability that the ith candidate frame is the target. If i is the candidate target, p * i is 1; otherwise, it is 0. t i = t x , t y , t w , t h is a vector representing the predicted parameterized candidate frame coordinates. t * i is the coordinate vector corresponding to the real target frame.
Here, (x, y) are the coordinates of the center point of the bounding box, (x a , y a ) are the coordinates of the candidate box, (x * , y * ) are the coordinates of the bounding box of the real area, and w and h are the width and height of the bounding box, respectively. The purpose of the algorithm is to find a relationship that maps the original box P to a regression box that is closer to the real box G.
The classification loss function L cls is defined as
The loss function of the regression L reg is defined as
Here, R is the smooth L1 function, which is expressed as
The purpose of our work is to achieve real-time monitoring of the pantograph and arc. Since the requirement is real-time detection via video, the processing speed must be addressed. The faster RCNN is modified for this. The ZF network is chosen as the training network. First, local response normalization (LRN) layers are removed. A convolution layer (3 * 3 * 63) is added in front of the fc layer of the faster R-CNN to effectively reduce the features, and the dropout is reduced from 0.5 to 0.25.
For the pantograph detection model, the size of the pantograph has remains constant. In high-speed-train pantograph inspection, the monitoring system is located on the train and the camera is opposite the pantograph. The position is fixed so there is no need to predict regional proposals with different aspect ratios at each sliding window. The aspect ratio of anchors is 1:1 and the anchor's scale remains unchanged. For the arc detection model, the size of the pantograph arc is generally small, and, thus, in order to make the model more sensitive to small targets, the scales of anchors are changed to 64, 128, and 256 to fit our system. This is shown in Fig. 4 . The ratio remains unchanged and nine different candidate regions are generated. In the original faster-RCNN model, the training sample images are all single-scale images. In the case of an arc target with a small footprint in the image, missed detection will occur. To reduce the missed-detection rate during the test, we use multi-scale training. Three input scales (400, 600, and 800) are set. During training, each picture is randomly assigned a scale to input into the network, and therefore the model learning characteristics of the training become wider. Experiments prove that multi-scale training can be used to reduce the missed detection and improve the accuracy of arc detection, so that the trained arc model has certain robustness to the target size.
We train the fast RCNN using 2,000 RPN proposals. The RPN takes a picture of an arbitrary size as input and outputs a certain number of rectangular area candidate frames, in which each area candidate frame corresponds to the probability of presence or absence of a target and the localization information of the target. The traditional RPN passes the 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 convolution kernels, generating a total of 256 target feature maps. To reduce the amount of calculations and accelerate the process, we simplify the network structure. As shown in Fig. 5 , the modified RPN only passes through a 3 × 3 volume nucleus to directly produce 256 feature graphs. These 256 feature graphs can be used to obtain 256-dimensional eigenvectors.
In the training process, a four-step alternating training [44] method is used to fine tune the model. First, the network is initialized with ImageNet pre-trained models and fine tuned end-to-end for regional advisory tasks. Then, the RPN generated by suggestion boxes of the first step are used by the faster RCNN to train a separate detection network. This detection network is also initialized by the pre-trained ImageNet model. At this time, the two networks have not shared the convolution layer. Afterward, the detection network is used to initialize RPN training; however, we fix the shared convolution layer and only fine tune the layer unique to the RPN. The two networks now share the convolution layer. Finally, we keep the shared convolutional layer fixed and fine tune the fc layer of the fast R-CNN. In this way, the two networks share the same convolutional layer to form a unified network.
B. FAULT FRAME LOCALIZATION IN REAL WORLD
Considering that there is currently no way to locate the actual geographic localization of a pantograph failure, in this subsection a novel fault-localization method based on the SIFT method is adopted. The SIFT method is used to perform feature-point matching on the video and extract the coordinates of the matching points. The pantograph camera is fixed on the roof of the train. It is in a relatively static state with the train roof and the pantograph. Figure 6 shows the matching FIGURE 6. Matching areas of pantograph. A1 denotes purple part on left-hand side, A2 red part on upper part, A3 yellow part on right-hand side, and A4 the gray area, which is a relatively stationary area. areas in our experiment. Points of different matching areas are displayed with corresponding colored lines.
The pantograph video is collected in real time and adjacent frame images are matched in pairs; the coordinates of each pair of matching points in the adjacent frame images are also obtained. By subtracting the coordinates of the paired matching points in the corresponding frame map, the difference between the two matching points at the pixel level is obtained. We divide the sum of the differences between all pairs of matching points at the pixel level by the matching point log, and obtain the mean displacement of all matching points in the two adjacent frame graphs at the pixel level. By analogy, the pixel-level displacement values when the previous frame of all two adjacent frames moving to the next frame are, in turn, obtained.
According to the video-frame diagram of the pantograph fault that has been marked in the foregoing, the pixel-level displacement value S between the first frame and failure frame of the video is obtained. The pixel-level displacement values are added when the previous frame image of all of the two adjacent frame images moves to the subsequent frame. When the first frame moves to the last frame, the pixel-level displacement value L2 is obtained. The length of the train's actual running line is L1. The actual running mileage of the fault frame from the starting point is expressed as
A schematic of video frames matching actual running mileage is shown in Fig. 7 , which also shows the matching relationship between video pixel displacement and actual displacement. After performing pairwise matching and determining the displacement mean between adjacent frame images, the pixel-level displacement values when the previous frame of all two adjacent frames moved to the next frame are obtained. The displacement of from the first frame image to the second frame image is D1, and the movement value from the N − 1 frame image to the N frame image is D N −1 . Assuming that the frame containing the pantograph failure is frame A, the displacement value from the first frame of the video to this frame containing the pantograph failure is expressed as
The total displacement at the pixel level is expressed as
The length of the train's actual running line is L1. The actual geographical position of the fault point corresponding to the A frame map in the actual running line of the high-speed train is expressed as
The proposed method can automatically monitor the state of the pantograph by relying solely on the online camera system installed in front of the pantograph, and can accurately locate the geographical position of the pantograph's failure. Thus, the cost of inspection is greatly reduced.
In summary, the overall framework of our system is shown in detail in Algorithm 1.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Before training, the parameters of our model are initialized by a model that was trained on the VOC2007 dataset. We comprehensively evaluate the utility on the datasets. It is very important to apply sufficient lifting force to the contact wire while the train is running. The loss of contact will be caused due to vibrations between the pantograph and catenary and oscillations of the contact wire. In this paper, the height of the detected pantograph center point is displayed in real time while taking the pantograph video during high-speedtrain operation. When the pantograph is accurately detected, the detection accuracy is displayed above the detection frame, and the change of the center point of the pantograph is displayed in real time in a line graph. We select the pantograph running video in three different running backgrounds to detect the change in pantograph height (Fig. 8 ), which can be visually observed when the pantograph is raised or lowered. The pantograph's height affects the contact performance between the pantograph and overhead wire. The experimental results of the proposed method show that the detection of the pantograph height is an efficient method for controlling the contact force between the pantograph and overhead line.
Because the work environment of the high-speed train is quite distinct under different scenes, we collected videos under five different scenes for pantograph detection. The frame rate is 25 fps. The scenes are as follows: (1) bright light environment; (2) dim light environment; (3) passing through an access tunnel; (4) crossing a viaduct; and (5) in a maintenance workshop. The detection accuracy in the different scenes is shown in Table 2 . We can see that the accuracy is 99% across the various scenarios. Figure 9 illustrates some for i ← 1 : FN do 3.
Read frame x, y ←; 4.
x, y ← the coordinates of all feature points; 5.
while 0 ≤ x ≤ 170 and 0 ≤ y ≤ 340 do 6.
(x, y) ∈ A1; 7.
end while 8.
while 170 < x ≤ 450 and 0 ≤ y ≤ 60 do 9.
(x, y) ∈ A2; 10.
end while 11.
while 450 < x and 0 ≤ y < 340 do 12.
(x, y) ∈ A3; 13.
end while 14.
Input the frame of the video to the pantograph model; 15.
x1, y1, x2, y2 ← the coordinates of pantograph area; 16 .
Height(i) ← (y1 + y2)/2; //Detect the core height of the pantograph 17.
Fault(i) ← the frame number with bowing; 18.
Intercept the frame of the pantograph area; 19.
Input the intercepted picture to the arc model; 20.
Fault(i) ← the frame number with arc; 21.
end for 22. for match(a, b) ∈ A1orA2orA3 do 23.
A ← Fault(i); 24.
S
end for 28.
Return M To accelerate the detection and reduce detection interference and improve detection accuracy, the model intercepts the video frame with the recorded pantograph position and retains the intercepted partial image of the pantograph as a detection picture of the arc. Table 3 gives the average precision value of 200 arc test images. The average precision value is found to be 99.4775%, showing how successful the method is in detecting the arc. Figure 10 shows some examples of arc-detection results. Figure 11 illustrates the pantograph and arc detection process using the modified faster RCNN. We make a comparison between the proposed method and other computer-vision methods as required in Table 4 . Compared with the SSD and YOLO models, the processing time and accuracy of SSD are the lowest. Processing time by YOLO is shorter than that by faster RCNN, but the detection accuracy is lower than that of faster RCNN, especially regarding to the detection of small objects (here is the arc). The modified model has higher precision, its performance is relatively better, the processing time is relatively short, and more features of the target generated by the modified model can be extracted.
Two different backgrounds of the pantograph video are selected to perform feature-point matching. Examples of matching are shown in Figure 12 .
For the location of the pantograph, we selected a video of a section of the Jiqing high-speed railway, running 30 km from LinZiBeiZhan to QingZhouBeiZhan; it is marked by a red box in Fig. 13 . For better display of targeting data, we extracted the actual running line from Fig. 13 and display it in Fig. 14. In Fig. 14,  we show the starting and end points. The selected point with the actual mileage (AM) and frame number (FN) is determined according to the proposed equation (9) .
There are 15,000 frames in the video of the 30-km-long high-speed rail line. The selected example frame data are VOLUME 7, 2019 shown in Table 5 . This table also shows the pixel-level displacement of the video frames relative to the starting point and displacement relative to the starting point during actual operation. After confirming the actual running mileage of the fault frame, we combine the existing track circuit equipment in the railway field to further confirm the fault location. The track circuit is an important part of a modern railway system [49] . The circuit is used to detect the absence of a train on rails and generate corresponding control signals. A railway track has many block sections, each of which has a separate track circuit. A track-circuit receiver analyzes signals sent from a track-circuit sender and produces a signal to control a relay. When a train is in a section, the relay must be down; otherwise, the relay must be up. We can determine the area where the fault of train pantograph occurred according to the signal from the track circuit and the train running mileage that is calculated. We can then determine the position of the pantograph fault. A significant amount of both maintenance time and cost can be saved by employing the above method.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a novel method for abnormal behavior localization of pantograph-catenary for high-speed trains. This study detected the pantograph and the arc, and the localization of the fault of PCS. By first detecting the pantograph and then performing arc detection based on the picture of the pantograph area, the false detection rate of the arc was reduced. Moreover, we could judge the condition of the pantograph through pantograph-height detection. We modified the faster RCNN detection model to match the characteristics of our data. We compared several other target-detection methods and verified the feasibility and advantages of our method. The accuracy of pantograph detection was 99.58% and that of arc detection was 99.48%. It turns out that the detection accuracy is high and the robustness is strong. In addition, a novel method based on feature matching of the fault localization was proposed, which can locate the fault of PCS in real time, reduce the maintenance scope of the fault, and improve maintenance efficiency. This detection solution can greatly reduce required labor, and it achieves real-time monitoring of high-speed-train operation status. In the future, we plan to detect different faults of PCS and achieve more accurate fault localization, collect different operating scenarios, enrich the database, and provide more complete and accurate identification and localization for the faults of PCS.
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